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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to study the impact of breaking up national gas sales consortia in
Western Europe. We show - within a numerical model of the Western European natural gas
market - that once the demand side of the market is liberalized, each producing country has
an incentive to break up its national gas sales consortium. The situation is, however, unstable
as each country has an incentive to increase the number of domestic producers as a response
to more competitors. Hence, the model suggests that there may be very many producers in
a completely liberalized natural gas market.
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1 Introduction

The present natural gas market in Western Europe is characterized by a limited number of

agents. On the demand side, economies of scale in transport and distribution is frequently

referred to as a rationale for national monopolies. On the supply side, the limited number of

gas sellers reflects that supply of energy is part of government policy. However, in the course

of creating a single, integrated European market, the gas industry came under fire in the late

1980s. To promote trade across borders and networks, the EU Commission pushed for a

number of (radical) initiatives like third party access in transport of gas, confer Commission

of the European Communities (1988, 1992). Apart from directives on price transparency and

cross border transit, little was achieved. Moreover, the energy ministers halted the process

in 1992 by returning a draft directive to the Commisson, demanding a new concept for

transmission of gas as well as stressing the importance of "subsidiarity". Although the lion

may be dead for a while, it will probably not lie down for long: According to Hopper (1994),

in spring 1994 a new directive on liberalization of gas had been worked out by the

Commission.

A number of papers have discussed the impact of third party access, or other variants of a

liberalized demand side of the Western European natural gas market, confer e.g. Jensen

Associates (1990), Hopper (1991), Stern (1992) and Golombek, Gjelsvik and Rosendahl

(1995). Although there has been less focus on the supply side, if and when the Commission

succeeds in a liberalization of the demand side, the supply side may come under close

examination.

A liberalization of the supply side may imply radical changes in the organizational structure

of gas sales: In the Netherlands, Gasunie is still the sole company involved in gas trading.

In Norway, the three Norwegian companies Statoil, Norsk Hydro and Saga constitute the Gas

Negotiating Committee (the GFU - Gassforhandlingsutvalget). The state owned company

Statoil is head of the committee. The GFU negotiates commercial terms for all new

Norwegian gas contracts, and has a de facto monopoly role in selling Norwegian natural gas.

In the UK, although there are several domestic producers of gas, British Gas was until



recently the sole buyer of indigenous production. Moreover, British Gas will probably come

in a dominant position for export sales when the Interconnector - a pipeline between the UK

and Belgium - is on stream.

This paper studies the impact of breaking up the present national gas sales consortia. We

demonstrate - within a numerical model - that if the demand side is liberalized, producing

countries have incentive to split up the gas sales consortia. Hence, there may be very many

producers in a completely liberalized natural gas market. This indicates that there may be no

strong case for a regulation that requires breaking up the present gas sales consortia once the

demand side is liberalized and third party access in transport of gas is working properly.

The starting point of the present paper (i.e. the reference scenario) is a natural gas market

in Western Europe with a competitive demand side: There is one integrated European gas

market where producers are in a position to sell gas directly to the end-users by taking

advantage of third party access to gas transport. This market structure differs significantly

from the present one, in which national markets are not well integrated. Moreover, at present

a producer sells gas to a transmission company, which transports the gas and sells it to the

end-users.

In the reference scenario, there is one gas sales consortium in each country that is a large

producer of gas. Each consortium is modelled as one producer. In the other scenarios, the

impact of increased competition is studied by changing the number of gas producers. If e.g.

the Norwegian gas sales consortium is banned, we assume that in stead of one producer (the

reference scenario) there are two (or more) independent Norwegian producers. In general,

we study effects of increased competition under different assumptions about which consortia

are banned and how a division of a consortium into independent agents is designed. In

particular, effects on profits and consumer surplus following from a ban on gas sales

consortia are examined.



As increased competition is modelled as a division of the initial producers, our results

strongly depend on the effects of getting one more producer. In general, an additional

producer in a country will reduce production and profits of all the other producers. However,

to determine whether total production and profits of the country will increase or decrease,

more structure has to be added. In this study, producers are assumed to be profit-maximizing

Cournot players . In this case, an additional producer in a country leads (under quite weak

conditions) to an increase in the production of the country and a higher total production (and

hence a lower market price). However, the impact on total profits of the country is

ambiguous, i.e. it is not clear whether the positive quantity effect dominates the negative

price effect. Thus one aim of the present paper is to examine - within a numerical model -

when a division of the domestic producer increases total profits of a country .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The reference scenario is explained in more

detail in Section 2. In Section 3, we explore the impact of a unilateral division of the

Norwegian national producer into two independent Cournot producers. It is demonstrated that

while Norwegian production increases significantly, total production of gas increases

marginally, i.e. the drop in the average market price is marginal. For Norway, the positive

quantity effect dominates the negative price effect, i.e. total profits of Norway increase.

As is well known, with Cournot competition the response curve is - under standard
assumptions - downward sloping, i.e. it is optimal to reduce your own production if total
production from the competitors increases. The reason is as follows: Higher production
from the competitors drives down the market price and hence lowers the marginal
revenue. Since marginal revenue should equal marginal cost, it is optimal to reduce your
own production as this increases marginal revenue and decreases your marginal cost.

Note that the reverse problem, i.e. to determine when a merger is profitable under
Cournot competition, has been studied in a number of papers. Salant, Switzer and
Reynolds (1983) show that some exogenous mergers may reduce the endogenous joint
profits of the firms that are assumed to collude. Farrell and Shapiro (1990) show that a
merger will increase the price if the participating firms neither can learn from it nor are in
a position to exploit economies of scale.



It may seem counter-intuitive that Norwegian profits increase as one may think that a national

producer can always mimic two independent domestic producers. This is not the case. Once

the Norwegian national producer is split up, the game changes. Let the sum of the response

curves of the two Norwegian producers be denoted the Norwegian response curve. With two

Norwegian producers, the response curve of Norway shifts outwards: For any quantity of gas

extracted by the non-Norwegian producers, the optimal Norwegian quantity (i.e. the sum

from the two Norwegian producers) is greater than prior to the division. The response curves

of the non-Norwegian producers do not shift as they are independent of whether the

Norwegian supply is produced by one or two agents. The shift in the response curve of

Norway thus leads to an increase in total Norwegian production and a decrease in total

production from the non-Norwegian producers. Splitting up the producer may therefore be

considered as a commitment device for an aggressive policy, and may lead to higher profits

(confer the well known result that a player benefits from being the leader in a Stackelberg

game relative to participating in a game with simultaneous moves).

Section 4 examines the impact of breaking up national gas sales consortia in more detail.

First, it is shown that for each major producing country in Western Europe, a unilateral

division of the national producer into two independent agents is profitable. Because each large

producing country has an incentive to split up the initial national producer, in the last part

of Section 4 we study a game in which all major producing countries in Western Europe

choose the number of domestic producers. For each country, the number of units is

determined so that profits of the country is maximized, given the number of competitors in

the other countries. Our analysis revealed that for each country there is an optimal number

of domestic producers, given a fixed number of competitors. Moreover, the optimal number

of domestic producers is an increasing function of the number of competitors. Hence, when

all countries choose the number of domestic producers, the optimal number approaches

infinity.

Our model suggests that if the demand side of the European natural gas market is radically

liberalized, each producing country has an incentive to divide the present national gas sales

consortium into several agents. Hence, there may be no conflict of interest between gas



producing countries and the EU, which may want to ban gas sales consortia in order to

promote competition. Although our results tend to suggest that there may be very many

producers in a liberalized natural gas market, due to factors not captured by the model, there

may exist an equilibrium in which there are a limited number of producers in each country.

These factors are discussed in some detail in Section 5, which concludes the paper.



2 Third party access in the European gas market

In this section we describe the reference scenario of our model, which is a static long-run

equilibrium of a Western European natural gas market with a liberalized demand side. The

main characteristics of the model are as follows :

(i) Consumption of gas

Focus is restricted to consumption in six major countries; Belgium, France, (West) Germany,

Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In 1990, these countries covered 75 per cent

of total gas consumption in Western Europe (confer BP Review of World Gas).

(ii) Production of gas

At present, supply of natural gas to European countries consists partly of imports from

Algeria, the CIS, the Netherlands and Norway, and partly of indigenous production. In the

reference scenario, producers are divided into two groups according to size of production and

degree of export. The first group includes the exporting countries and the UK. These

producers are modelled as profit-maximizing Cournot players with have access to all

markets . The second group encompasses production in the other gas consuming countries.

In these countries, extraction of gas is assumed to be exogenous and restricted to domestic

use, e.g. due to political considerations to ensure a minimum domestic supply.

For a more detailed discussion of the model and the data, confer Golombek et al.
(1995). Note that costs of production have been updated in the present study.

Hence, in the reference scenario the UK market is opened up for imports from
other countries than Norway, which at present is the sole exporter. We find this
assumption relevant, as from 1998 The Interconnector - a pipeline between the UK and
Belgium - will come on stream, with the option of transporting gas in both directions
(Quinlan 1995).



In the large gas producing countries (i.e. the first group), extraction of gas may take place

in more than one region. In each region, production is characterized by a marginal cost

function of the form a+bq+cln(l-q/Q), where q is production, Q is capacity and a, b and

c parameters to be fitted to data . As there is one national producer in each country (in the

reference scenario), at the national level production is assumed to be cost efficient. Note that

the marginal cost function is used in all scenarios studied in the present paper. Moreover, for

each country the portfolio of gas fields is the same in all scenarios.

Figure 1 shows costs of production in Norway. In the figure, the dotted step curve shows

actual field costs; each step represents a gas field where the length of the step reflects

capacity and the height of the step reflects average unit cost. As seen from Figure 1, the

cheapest field (Oseberg) has an average cost at 20 USD/toe and a capacity at 8 mtoe. The

second cheapest field (Visund) has a capacity at only 3 mtoe and the third cheapest field

(Troll) has a capacity at 31 mtoe (the horizontal axis measures cumulated production).

Finally, the solid curve shows the fitted long-run marginal cost of production.

(iii) Transportation, storage and load balancing

In the reference scenario, a liberalized natural gas market has been established in which there

are ideal third party access systems for transportation, storage and load balancing. Hence,

as opposed to the present situation pipeline companies do not buy and resell the gas, but are

obliged to carry gas in return for a fixed tariff. It is assumed that tariffs are determined so

that the owners of the facilities earn a normal rate of return on their investments. In the

model, producers sell gas directly to large end-users or to local distribution companies

(LDCs). As each LDC is in a monopoly position relative to some end-users, we assume that

LDCs are regulated so that they obtain a normal rate of return.

Note that in Algeria marginal cost of production is assumed to be constant, confer
Golombek et al. (1995). Of course, this assumption is only reasonable as long as the
equilibrium quantity of Algeria is below its capacity (which is the case in all scenarios
studied in this paper).
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Figure 1 Costs of production in Norway

(iv) No price discrimination

As is well known, with Cournot players the equilibrium is typically characterized by price

discrimination between markets. However, in this study we assume that arbitrage profits will

be exploited by traders, and that the Cournot players recognize this fact. Thus, we assume

that all Cournot producers maximize profits, subject to the constraint that the final outcome

is characterized by no price discrimination. That is, (i) net prices in a country (i.e. end-user

prices minus costs of distribution, load balancing and storage) are equal, and (ii) price

differences between countries do not exceed the costs of transporting gas between the end-

users.



Calibration

Demand functions are linear and calibrated for the year 1990 (the base year). The total direct

price elasticity for natural gas (aggregated over all markets) is -0.93. This is in line with

several other studies. Costs of production, transportation and distribution are based on a

number of sources, confer Golombek et al. (1995). Costs of transportation differ between

onshore and offshore transportation. Moreover, costs of transportation are lower outside

Europe than in Europe. Finally, costs of distribution differ between large end users (e.g. gas-

fired thermal power plants) and small end users (e.g. households).

Equilibrium

The long-run equilibrium of the liberalized natural gas market is presented in Table 1 (the

reference scenario) . Compared with the actual outcome in 1990, all Cournot producers,

except UK, have increased their production. To give an example, Norwegian production has

almost doubled although only less than half of the (potential) capacity is utilized. As total

production of gas has increased significantly, the average price of gas has decreased (by

around 25 per cent). Note that the differences between the observed 1990 outcome and the

reference scenario primarily reflect a number of reasons related to a liberalization of the

demand side of the natural gas market: producers of gas, which in the present study are

concerned by profits only, are in a position to sell gas directly to all end-users in all

countries. Moreover, there is no price discrimination as traders exploit all arbitrage

possibilities.

6 We used GAMS (confer Brooke et al. (1988)) to solve the numerical model.
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Table 1 The reference scenario. Production of gas and average price of gas in

Western Europe

Scenario

Production (mtoe)

Algeria

CIS

The Netherlands

Norway

The United Kingdom

sum

Average price (1990 USD per toe)

1990

21.8

41.5

53.4

22.9

42.5

182.5

272

reference scenario

58.0

46.8

58.9

42.9

16.5

223.0

201
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3. Disintegration of the Norwegian gas sales consortium

In the reference scenario, there was one producer of gas in each country. These producers

are supposed to represent the present gas sales consortia, which may have been established

to counter-balance large agents on the demand side of the Western European gas market, e.g.

national transmission companies. However, if cartels on the demand side of the European gas

market are removed during a liberalization process, eventually consortia on the supply side

may be split up, e.g. due to an instruction from the EU. In this section, we start examining

effects following from a liberalization of the supply side of the Western European gas market.

As a starting point, we focus on the large gas producer Norway and study how a

disintegration of the Norwegian gas sales consortium affects total Norwegian production and

profits.

As explained in Section 1, the GFU negotiates commercial terms for Norwegian gas

contracts. Although companies that are not members of the GFU are free to sign separate

contracts with the buyer (if they get better terms), the GFU is actually a gas sales consortium

with a de facto monopoly role in negotiating and selling Norwegian natural gas. There is no

straightforward way to split up the Norwegian gas sales consortium. First, natural gas

companies are generally involved in extraction from several fields. Second, several companies

may have property rights in a field.

The Norwegian Government is currently assessing whether the Haltenbanken fields (located

quite far north in the Norwegian Sea) should be developed for gas export . The debate in

Norway motivates to model disintegration of the Norwegian gas sales consortium as a

division of the national producer into one Cournot player extracting from the Haltenbanken

7 In Figure 1, the Haltenbanken fields are grouped together as the fifth field from the
left, with a unit cost at 55 USD per toe and a capacity at 11 mtoe. Note that in the
reference scenario, it was not profitable for the national producer to extract gas from
these fields.

11



fields, and another Cournot player extracting from all other fields .

Table 2 shows the outcome following from a disintegration of the Norwegian gas sales

consortium. Production from fields in the North Sea, which covered all Norwegian

production in the reference scenario, is slightly reduced. On the other hand, due to extraction

of gas from the Haltenbanken fields, total Norwegian production increases by 18 per cent

(relative to the reference scenario). With a higher Norwegian production, extraction of gas

in other countries decreases (due to the downward sloping response curves), though only

moderately. Hence, total extraction from the large gas producing countries increases slightly.

With two Norwegian producers, profits of the Haltenbanken producer is 0.6 billion USD,

whereas profits of the other Norwegian producer decrease from 3.0 billion USD (the

reference scenario) to 2.8 billion USD. Hence, total profits of Norway increase after the split

up. Note that as the sum of profits of the large producing countries is almost unchanged

(confer Table 2), an important effect of splitting up the Norwegian national producer is to

shift profits from abroad to Norway.

o

Because the Haltenbanken fields are considered - in the political debate - as a
potential source for exports to the UK, in this study we simplify by assuming that gas
from the Haltenbanken is restricted to the UK market. Note that due to the constraint of
no arbitrage profits in equilibrium, the export restriction is of no numerical importance.

12



Table 2 Disintegration of the Norwegian gas sales consortium. Production (mtoe) and

profits (billion 1990 USD) in large gas producing countries

Scenario

Producer

Algeria

production

profits

CIS

production

profits

The Netherlands

production

profits

Norway

production

profits

The United Kingdom

production

profits

Sum Cournot producers

production

profits

reference scenario

58.0
4.4

46.8
3.1

58.9
6.5

42.9
3.0

16.5

0.8

223.1
17.8

two Norwegian producers

56.0

4.1

45.2

2.9

58.1

6.3

50.5

3.4

15.2

0.7

225.0

17.4

To understand why it is optimal for Norway to split up the national producer, it is expedient

to consider a Cournot game between two producers (1 and 2). As is well known, if

hypothetically producer 1 increases his quantity marginally from the Cournot solution,

increased production yields no first order effect on his profit (only a negative second order

effect). On the other hand, increased production from producer 1 leads to a lower production

from producer 2 and therefore a higher price, i.e. there is an indirect positive first order

effect on the profit of producer 1. Thus, it is profitable for 1 to become more aggressive.

One way to make producer 1 credibly more aggressive is through a production subsidy, cf.

13



e.g. Eaton and Grossman (1986). Another way is by dividing producer 1 into independent

units.

The present section has demonstrated that in a (future) Western European gas market with

a liberalized demand side, a division of the Norwegian gas sales consortium may increase

total profits of Norway. This result motivates to find the optimal division of the national

Norwegian producer as well as to examine whether it is profitable also for other countries

to divide the national producer into independent agents. If the answer to the latter question

is positive, what is then the optimal division of the national Norwegian producer? These are

the topics to be discussed in the next section.

14



4. Increased competition

In the previous section, we demonstrated that it is profitable for Norway to undertake a

unilateral division of its gas sales consortium. We now examine whether it is profitable also

for other large producing countries to break up the national gas sales consortium. The

analysis is confined to consortia in European countries; even if a disintegration of the national

gas consortium would be profitable for Algeria and the CIS, it may not be undertaken

because in these countries political factors may play a major role in determining the

organizational structure of natural gas exports.

Both institutional, technological and geographical factors may determine how producers and

gas fields could be split up. As a starting point, we study the case of two domestic producers

in each large gas producing country in Europe (the Netherlands, Norway and the UK).

Moreover, it is assumed that solely geographical factors determine how a national producer

is split up: In Norway, one producer extracts from the Haltenbanken fields, whereas

extraction from all other fields is co-ordinated by another producer. In the Netherlands, one

producer extracts gas onshore, whereas another producer extracts offshore. Finally, in the

UK there is one producer in the Southern Gas Basin and Irish Sea, and another producer in

the Central and Northern North Sea.

Table 3 shows - relative to the reference scenario - profits and consumer surplus under

alternative assumptions of number of producers in the Netherlands, Norway and the UK. As

reported in Section 2, when the national Norwegian producer is divided into two independent

agents, total profits of Norway increase (by 12 per cent), whereas profits of the other

countries decrease. Table 3 shows that this result can be generalized; for each country total

profits increase if the national producer is (unilaterally) divided into two domestic agents. On

the other hand, total profits of all other countries decrease.

15



Table 3 Changes in profits and consumer surplus relative to the reference scenario

(per cent)

Profits

Algeria

CIS

Netherlands

Norway

UK

total

Total Consumer Surplus

Number of producers in the Netherlands (Ne),

Norway (No) and the UK

Ne = l

No = 2

UK=1

-7

-7

-3

12

-16

-3

1

Ne=2

No=2

UK=1

-15

-15

3

3

-23

-6

3

Ne=2

No=2

UK=2

-19

-18

1

-1

-9

-8

4

With two producers in the Netherlands. Norway and the UK, relative to the reference

scenario (in which there is one national producer in each country) Dutch profits increase

slightly, profits of Norway decrease slightly and profits of the UK decrease significantly. The

reported differences reflect a number of factors, e.g. costs of production; in the reference

scenario marginal cost of production in the UK is almost twice as high as in the Netherlands.

As expected, increased competition through disintegration of the national consortia leads to

increased total production, lower market prices and lower total profits. The consumer surplus

increases (though only moderately) and the weighted Lerner index decreases (from 0.34 to

0.29)9.

Q The standard Lerner index is defined as price less of marginal cost relative to price.
In the present study, we calculate the weighted Lerner index over all markets and all large
producers using market shares as weights.
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Because it is profitable for each major gas producing country to unilaterally split up the

national producer into two independent agents, each country may have an incentive to

increase the number of domestic producers further. Hence, we now turn to a game where all

the large national producers in Western Europe are slit up. The game is studied under the

simplifying assumption that a national producer is divided into identical agents. Thus if a

national producer is divided into N agents, these agents have the same cost function and the

(horizontal) sum of the N marginal cost curves equals the original marginal cost curve. While

the assumption of identical producers significantly simplifies the simulations, in a strict sense

the assumption is unreasonable as it implies that all gas fields in a country are shared equally

between the domestic producers. Note, however, that explorative work suggests that our

conclusions are robust relative to how national producers are split up.

The main results following from splitting up the national producers in Western Europe into

independent agents are as follows:

(i) Each country benefits from a unilateral division of the national producer into two
identical domestic producers.

(ii) For each country there is an optimal number of domestic producers, given a fixed
number of competitors in the other countries.

(iii) When each country chooses the number of domestic producers simultaneously, no
equilibrium was found.

Result (i) reproduces the results reported in Table 3 and therefore lends more support to our

approach of identical producers in a country. According to result (ii), if only one country

splits up its producers, there always exists an optimal number of domestic producers. To

understand why it is optimal for a country to have a limited number of domestic producers,

it is expedient to consider the Cournot model in Dixit (1984) where there are two types of

producers (home and foreign), one homogenous good and one market. Assuming identical

domestic producers, identical foreign producers and constant marginal costs, Dixit shows that

17



a marginal increase in the number of domestic producers increases total production, but

reduces production and profit of each (domestic and foreign) producer. The effect on total

domestic profits is, however, ambiguous; a marginal increase in the number of domestic

producers has a direct positive effect (there is one more profitable domestic producer), but

an indirect negative effect (profits of all the other domestic producers decrease).

In our model, producers in Western Europe have increasing (not constant) marginal cost.

Hence, as a national producer is divided into identical agents, the marginal cost function of

each agent shifts upwards. In Appendix A, we show that the results in Dixit (1984) are valid

in our case if the impact on marginal cost of a marginal increase in the number of domestic

producers is "not too large". Our empirical model demonstrates that eventually the indirect

negative effect dominates the direct positive effect, i.e. there exists an interior solution. This

result corresponds to the classical monopoly solution in which the revenue following from

selling one more unit is counter-balanced against the loss following from a marginal increase

in production (lower price and thereby lower revenues on the initial units).

Turning to (iii), the task is to find an equilibrium in which all countries simultaneously

choose the number of domestic producers. To solve the problem, the following iteration

process was used: First, we fixed the numbers of producers in country 1 and 2 (e.g. the UK

and the Netherlands) and used the numerical model to find the optimal number of producers

in the last country (Norway). In the next stage, for a fixed number of producers in country

2 (unchanged from the previous stage) and country 3 (the optimal number from the previous

stage), the model was used to find the optimal number of producers in country 1, etc. The

process will converge if there is a stable equilibrium (confer the stability exercise which was

common to refer to within the conjectural theory of oligopoly).

Despite several attempts, we did not find an equilibrium. The lack of an equilibrium reflects

that in our model, it is optimal to increase the number of domestic producers as a response

to more competitors. To understand why, recall from Section 3 that in a game with two

Cournot players, it pays off to become more aggressive: If hypotheticalty producer 1

18



increases his quantity marginally from the Cournot solution, there is no direct first order

effect on his profit. On the other hand, due to a lower quantity from the competitor (and

thereby a higher price) there is a positive indirect first order effect on the profits of producer

1. It can be shown, see Riis (1989), that the positive first order effect is greater the higher

is, cet. par., the number of competitors . Hence, the greater the number of competitors, the

more it pays off to become more aggressive, i.e. to split up the producer into independent

units. Hence, under Cournot competition the number of rival units escalates towards infinity.

To illustrate how the model works, assume that there are two producers in the Netherlands,

Norway and the UK (confer Table 3). With two producers in the Netherlands and the UK,

the optimal number of Norwegian producers is four. But with four Norwegian producers and

two Dutch producers, the optimal number of UK producers is six. Furthermore, with four

Norwegian producers and six UK producers, Netherlands have incentive to increase its

number of producers significantly, etc. Our simulations revealed that there does not exist an

equilibrium in which there is a limited number of domestic producers in the Netherlands,

Norway and the UK. After several simulations, the task to find an equilibrium was stopped

because each run is very time consuming and is hard to get through (due to problems caused

by corner solutions and initial values).

Because we were not able to find an equilibrium, it is interesting to compare our results with

theoretical contributions. There are some papers discussing the optimal division of a firm into

independent units as well as the reverse problem of when a merger is profitable under

Cournot competition. One example from the first group is Polasky (1992), who studies the

profitability of forming independent rival divisions in a two-stage game with identical firms

that have constant marginal cost. Polasky shows that if only one firm can form independent

units in the first stage (and all units choose output simultaneously in the second stage), the

optimal number of identical, "domestic" units is n + 1, where n is the number of rival firms.

To take one example, assume that all Cournot producers are identical and have
constant marginal cost. If hypothetically producer 1 increases his quantity by one unit
from the Cournot solution, the total drop in production from the competitors is n/(n + l)
units, where n is the number of competitors.

19



Moreover, it is proved that if at least two firms can form independent units in the first stage,

then there does not exist a subgame-perfect equilibrium . These results provide intuition to

why there is no equilibrium when countries choose the number of domestic units

simultaneously. Furthermore, they suggest that the lack of an equilibrium is not due the

imposed requirement of an integer solution (i.e. in each country the number of producers

must be a whole number).

1 1 Corchon and Gonzalez-Maestre (1992) obtain a similar result: Assume that firms
are identical and produce a homogeneous good with a constant returns to scale
technology. If firms can form independent divisions, there is no equilibrium in which each
firm chooses a finite number of divisions.
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5. Concluding remarks

The aim of this paper is to study the impact of breaking up national gas sales consortia in the

Western European natural gas market, given that the demand side of the market is

competitive. Hence, the starting point of the paper is a Western European natural gas market

in which there is third party access to gas transport and no price discrimination. Modelling

disintegration of a gas sales consortium as a division of the national producer into

independent domestic producers, we show - within a numerical model - that a gas producing

country has an incentive to break up the national gas sales consortium. However, while a

unilateral division of the gas sales consortium is profitable for a country, the situation is

unstable as each country has an incentive to increase the number of domestic producers as

a response to more competitors. Hence, the model suggests that there may be very many

producers in a completely liberalized natural gas market.

There are (at least) four ways out of the "problem" with no equilibrium in the game where

each of the large producing countries in Western Europe simultaneously splits up its gas sales

consortium. First, each of the five large producing countries (i.e. also Algeria and the CIS)

could split up its national sales consortium. In this case, the competitive outcome is for sure

not an equilibrium: If four countries have infinitely many producers (each with increasing

marginal costs), it is optimal for the fifth country to have only one domestic producer, confer

the dominant firm with a competitive fringe text-book model.

Second, the static game could be transformed into a dynamic game in which each country

chooses the number of domestic producers in each period. However, as is well known from

the "folk theorems", if the players are sufficiently patient, then any feasible, individually

rational payoffs can be enforced as an equilibrium, confer e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole (1993).

Hence, a pure dynamization may take us from no equilibrium to an infinite number of

equilibria. Another problem is that a pure dynamization of the game may not be adequate as

changes in the number of domestic producers may be costly to undertake.
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Third, one could study supply function equilibria in which each country has e.g. a

relationship between number of domestic units and rival units. However, as showed in

Klemperer and Meyer (1989), in the absence of uncertainty numerous outcomes can be

supported by Nash equilibria in supply functions.

A different route is to add more structure to the game. First, in the numerical model, a

producer undertakes (only) exploration, development and extraction of gas. However, natural

gas has to be marketed and traded, and these activities may be characterized by economies

of scale. Second, there may be substantial costs in dividing up a gas sales consortium (or to

establish a new domestic gas company). To take one example, as managers seem to have a

preference for size, a company may use substantial resources in trying to stop a division. If

the costs of splitting up a consortium are significant, each country has an incentive to limit

the number of domestic producers. Hence, there may exist a Nash equilibrium in which each

large gas producing country chooses a finite number of domestic producers.

Finally, it is important to stress that our conclusions are based on a number of assumptions,

in particular Cournot competition among the producers and a competitive demand side.

Needless to say, another set of assumptions might have implied different results. In particular,

this study cannot be used to predict the impact of increased competition in the present

European natural gas market, which is characterized by long-term contracts and transmission

companies with a distinct role.
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Appendix A The impact of more producers

We consider a Cournot game between n identical home firms and one foreign firm which
12produce a homogeneous good (natural gas) . For simplicity we treat n as a continuous

variable. Let y and Y be production from each home firm and the foreign firm, respectively.

Because we want to examine the impact of more home firms, let b(y, n) be the cost function

of a home firm. The cost function of the foreign firm is C(Y). We assume that b > 0, b

> 0, Cy > 0 and C y y > 0- When P(ny+Y) is the demand function, profit of a home firm

and of the foreign firm is

(A.I) K = P(ny + Y)y-b(y,n)

(A.2) H = P(ny + Y)Y-C(Y)

The first-order conditions are

(A.3) P(ny + Y)+yP'(ny + Y) = by(y,n)

(A.4) P{ny + Y) + YP'{ny + Y) = CY(Y)

z The model builds heavily on Dixit (1984). However, as opposed to Dixit we
assume that marginal costs are increasing (not constant).
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Because home firms are identical, when the number of domestic firms increases, the domestic

gas fields are shared equally between more producers. Hence, if the number of (home) firms

doubles from n to 2n, marginal cost of production is unchanged if production is halved, i.e.

b (y, n) = b (y/2, 2n), cf. standard economic theory. Moreover, b (y, n) = b (y/2, 2n)

< b (y, 2n) where the inequality is due to b > 0. Hence, b > 0. Moreover, b n > 0;

when the number of firms increases, total cost of a firm increases because each unit has

become more expensive to produce (b > 0).

Implicit differentiation of (A.3) and (A.4) with respect to n yields

u ) ^ +a— =b -ya
dn dn ^

(A.5)

where a = P' +yP" , p = P' +YP", n = P'-by y and v = P ' - C y y Solving the system (A.5)

yields

dn N

(A.?)
dn N

where N = /i(p + v) + nav > 0 because a, p, \i and v are negative under our assumptions

(linear demand and increasing marginal costs). The impact on domestic production, ny, and

total production, q = ny+Y, is
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(A 8)
dn N

(A.9) dq dy ^ dY _
dn d ddn dn dn N

Finally, the impact on the profit of a domestic firm and total profits to the home country is

«7I , n , •. Cty D/ (uj i * •••' - • ' yn - ' ynr * ,
— = i r ~D I —— +y" —— — D — ' — o
dn y dn dn n N n

(A.ll)
dn dn

In Dixit (1984), b n = b = 0. In this case, a marginal increase in the number of domestic

firms would reduce production from each firm, but increase domestic production and total

production, cf. (A.6) to (A.9). Moreover, a marginal increase in the number of domestic

firms would reduce the profits of each home firm, cf. (A. 10). Thus, the impact on total

profits is ambiguous; profits from one more home firm (rc) should be balanced against reduced

profits to the other domestic firms (n dn/dn), c.f. (A.ll). These results are also valid in our

case with b n > 0 and b > 0 if b is sufficiently close to zero. Very roughly, a positive
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b tends to decrease production from each domestic firm, but increase production from the

foreign competitor. Moreover, as a positive b y n tends to decrease total production, i.e.

increase the market price, the impact on the profits of each domestic producer is ambiguous.

It seems, however, reasonable to believe that for the home country a high b is not

advantageous.
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